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1. Opening of the meeting 
2. News 

From campus 
 Tour of Väre was liked, it looked good 

 Kooma is organising an event about student benefits in Aalto, changes to housing benefit are 
comming 

 Department of Builded Environment is now in the same place, that's nice 

 New timetables and schedules are still discussed in the architeture. Also the new space and their 
furniture is a hot topic. Interior design architects are propably going to be joined to the same 
department and that is planned now. 

 TF was active during the municipal elections with a panel. The website for swedish studies is 
updated. A meeting with the head of Aalto is coming.  

 SCI decided to give stipends to well performing students and that has sparked some discussion in 
the guilds.  

 New Data science bachelor programme is comming together. 
 Physics guild did a questionaire to their members about what kind of events they would like, own 

courses and excursions would be liked. 
 Nude met with their programme leader and it looks that Otaniemi will get a glass workshop (Jee!). 

They also discussed the workload and stress levels of the students, and one idea is that they could 
track voluntary students in the fall on how much they do work. 

 Athene has been focusing on making their organisation more open to international students. 
 SIK is doing their traditional questionaire to their students about studies.  
 IDBM was active in giving ideas to the programme to develop their brand, but the welcome wasn't 

that good before. Now they have joined forces and things will progress in the fall. IDBM klubi is 
having a big event or a conference to present the works students do, invitations will be coming. 
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 Probba had a student workshop on "how to learn", it was a laid back event and was good. They are 
planning on doing it again to freshmen in the fall. 
  
  
  
AYY 

 Credit transfer guidelines have been discussed a few times and it's running smoothly. The goal is to 
harmonize the guidelines and update the official rules. Especially we have discussed when it is 
possible to get the courses substituted straight away and when participation to an exam or other 
way of proofing your knowledge is needed. This should be ready in summer or early autumn, but 
the new rules would be in effect later. 

  Guidelines for the new 2 year long curricula are also progressing very well. First draft has been 
discussed and it included the way students students should be able to participate in the 
development. Next steps are taken before summer. 

 In the same paper there are new period proposals. The academic year would start at the beginning 
of september with orientations and courses would start on the second week. The fifth period is 
brought especially up as an opprtonity to have intensive courses or other ways of learning, such as 
online courses. 

 Susanna is preparing a larger background paper on the official decision process of student 
representatives in relation to the Administrative Procedure Act. After that (latest at the end of 
May) we will gather possible ways from which to choose how to develop the process. For example 
could the process be lighter or should the periods be longer. No changes will be made without 
discussions. 

 Comments about language teaching 
lomake.ayy.fi/koulutuspolitiikka/kommenttikierros-aallon-kieltenopetuksesta/ 

 AYY elections are coming at fall, become a candidate! 

 AYY is meeting all the deans 1 on 1 in the next weeks, if you have something you wish us to talk to 
them. 

 New president will be elected, AYY has a position on the preparing group. 
 


